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Abstract
Two GTPases in the signal recognition particle (SRP) and its receptor (SR) control the delivery of
newly synthesized proteins to the ER or plasma membrane. During the protein targeting reaction,
the 4.5S SRP RNA accelerates the association between the two GTPases by 400-fold. Using
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), we demonstrate here that formation of a stable
SRP•SR complex involves two distinct steps: a fast initial association between SRP and SR to form
an early, GTP-independent complex, followed by a GTP-dependent conformational rearrangement
to form the stable, final complex. We also found that the 4.5S SRP RNA significantly stabilizes the
early, GTP-independent intermediate. Further, mutational analyses show that there is a strong
correlation between the ability of the mutant SRP RNAs to stabilize the early intermediate and their
ability to accelerate SRP•SR complex formation. We propose that the SRP RNA, by stabilizing the
transient early intermediate, can give this intermediate a longer dwell time and therefore a higher
probability to rearrange to the final, stable complex. This provides a coherent model that explains
how the 4.5S RNA exerts its catalytic role in SRP•SR complex assembly.
INTRODUCTION
To maintain proper cellular function, a cell needs to efficiently and accurately deliver all its
proteins to the different subcellular organelles. The signal recognition particle (SRP) and its
receptor (SR) constitute a universally conserved machinery to deliver newly synthesized
proteins from the cytoplasm to the eukaryotic endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane, or the
bacterial plasma membrane 1–3. The protein targeting reaction consists of several ordered steps
that ensure the efficiency and fidelity of this process 4,5. At the beginning of the targeting
cycle, the SRP recognizes translating ribosome that carries a signal sequence on the nascent
chain. The SRP then forms a complex with SR localized on the target membrane; this process
brings the ribosome•nascent chain complex (RNC) to the membrane surface. Upon arrival at
the membrane, conformational changes in the SRP•SR complex drive the release of the RNC
from the SRP to a protein conducting channel composed of the sec61p (or secYEG in bacteria)
complex 6. Once the RNC is released, the SRP and SR dissociate into free components,
allowing a new round of the protein targeting reaction. Thus, the ordered assembly and
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disassembly of the SRP•SR complex control the delivery of proteins to their proper cellular
destinations.
In eukaryotes, SRP is a universally conserved ribonucleoprotein complex consisting of six
proteins and an SRP RNA 7–9. The protein targeting function of the SRP requires only two
components: the conserved SRP54 protein in complex with the SRP RNA. SRP54 (called Ffh
in E. coli) is composed of two structurally and functionally distinct domains: a methionine-
rich M domain and an NG domain. The M domain recognizes the signal sequences and binds
the SRP RNA 10–14. A GTPase, G-domain and an N-terminal four helix bundle (the N-
domain) together form a structural and functional unit called the NG domain, which binds and
hydrolyzes GTP and forms a complex with SR (called FtsY in bacteria) 15–18. The NG domain
was also suggested to play a role in signal peptide recognition 19. The SRP and SR GTPases
use a regulatory mechanism distinct from that of classical signaling GTPases such as Ras, Rho
and Ran 20. The structure of both GTPases are similar regardless of whether GTP or GDP is
bound 21–24. Thus, the SRP and SR do not switch between active and inactive states depending
on whether GTP or GDP is bound. Moreover, these GTPases bind nucleotides weakly and
exchange nucleotides quickly, so that no external nucleotide exchange factors are required to
switch these GTPases from the GDP- to the GTP-bound state 25. In addition, the SRP and SR
reciprocally stimulate each other’s GTPase activity upon formation of the SRP•SR complex
17. Therefore, no external GTPase activating proteins are required to regulate the switch of
these GTPases from the GTP- to the GDP-bound state. Instead, recent biochemical and
biophysical analyses suggest that several discrete conformational changes occur during the
binding and reciprocal activation between the two proteins, and each of these conformational
change may provide a potential point for regulation during the protein targeting reaction 5,6.
The SRP RNA has been shown to play an indispensable role in protein targeting both in
vitro and in vivo 26–30. The size of the SRP RNA varies widely from bacteria to yeast and
mammalian cells; nevertheless, the most phylogenetically conserved region of the SRP RNA,
domain IV, has been maintained in all three kingdoms of life 31,32. The role of SRP RNA may
involve recognition and binding of the ribosome and signal sequences 11,26,33, and
stabilization of the folding of the M-domain34. In addition, it was also proposed to bind and
stabilize the NG domain of Ffh 34,35. Intriguingly, kinetic analyses of the role of the 4.5S SRP
RNA on the GTPase cycles of Ffh and FtsY showed that the RNA also plays a critical role in
the interaction between the two GTPases 17,25. In the absence of the SRP RNA, Ffh-FtsY
association is extremely slow, with a rate constant of 5 × 103 M−1s−1, and the SRP RNA
accelerates their association kinetics by 400-fold 17,25,36. An additional step, GTP hydrolysis
after the complex is formed, is also enhanced 8-fold by the 4.5S RNA 25. Thus, the presence
of the SRP RNA brings the interaction kinetics between the SRP and SR to an appropriate
range for their biological functions. The SRP RNA contains a highly conserved GNRA
tetraloop that was shown to be essential for the interaction between the SRP and SR. Tetraloop
mutants were reported to impair the binding between SRP and SR, cause a reduction in the
GTPase activity of the SRP•SR complex, as well as fail to support normal cell growth in
vivo 27,30. A site directed hydroxyl radical probing study further suggest that the tetraloop is
located close to the heterodimer interface of the SRP•SR GTPase complex 37.
To probe the conformational dynamics during the SRP-SR interaction and to elucidate how
the SRP RNA exerts its catalytic role on SRP•SR complex assembly, we developed a highly
sensitive FRET assay to monitor the interaction between the SRP and SR in real time. This
new assay led to the discovery of a new SRP•SR complex that forms independently of GTP.
This GTP-independent complex has been observed only once in a surface-resonance
experiment using mammalian SRP and SR 38. Further characterization identifies this GTP-
independent complex as an early intermediate during the initial stage of the SRP-SR interaction.
Formation of the early intermediate is substantially stabilized by the 4.5S RNA, and 4.5S RNA
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tetraloop mutants that fail to stabilize this intermediate also fail to accelerate SRP•SR complex
assembly. We propose that the catalytic role of 4.5S RNA on complex assembly can be
explained by its stabilizing effect on the early intermediate, which increases its probability to
rearrange to the final, GTP-stabilized complex.
RESULTS
To characterize the conformational dynamics during the SRP-SR interaction, we developed a
real time assay based on fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). The basic strategy is
to engineer a single cysteine residue on cysteine-less Ffh and FtsY proteins, and label the single
cysteines with thio-reactive fluorescent probes (Fig. 1a). In Ffh, the intrinsic cysteine at position
406 can be replaced with serine without disrupting its function (37,39 and data not shown). A
cysteine was introduced at position 153 of cysteine-less Ffh and labeled with maleimide-
coumarin (DACM) as the FRET donor. FtsY does not contain any cysteine residue; thereby a
cysteine was introduced at position 345 and labeled with maleimide-BODIPY-fluorescein
(BODIPY-FL) as the FRET acceptor. These probes are close to the nucleotide binding pocket
in the G domains of both proteins, and are 31 Å apart as estimated from the crystal structure
of the Thermus aquaticus Ffh•FtsY complex (Figure 1a; 16). The cysteine mutation and
fluorescence labeling do not alter the ability of Ffh and FtsY to bind and activate each other’s
GTPase activity (Supplementary Fig. 1), nor do they affect their ability to translocate model
SRP substrates into ER microsomal membranes (data not shown).
A GTP-independent complex is detected by the FRET assay
Previous studies have shown that SRP and SR form a stable complex in the presence of GTP
or non-hydrolyzable GTP analogues such as 5’-guanylylimido-diphosphate (GppNHp), with
dissociation constants of 16 – 30 nM 17. As expected, a significant amount of FRET was
observed upon assembly of the SRP•SR complex in the presence of GppNHp (Figure 1b). At
saturating protein concentrations, the FRET efficiency was 0.80 (Fig. 2a), in good agreement
with the distance between the two residues in the crystal structure and the Förster radius of this
donor-acceptor pair. To our surprise, when GppNHp was either removed from the reaction mix
or replaced by GDP, significant FRET was also observed (Fig. 1c), suggesting that an SRP•SR
complex can be formed independent of GTP.
The affinities of the GTP-dependent and GTP-independent complexes were measured by
equilibrium titration. The dissociation constant of the complex formed in the presence of
GppNHp was determined to be 16 nM using this FRET assay (Fig. 2a, circles), consistent with
previous studies 17. In contrast, a dissociation constant of 4 – 10 µM was observed for the
complex assembled in the presence of GDP or no nucleotide (Fig. 2a, squares and triangles,
respectively). Thus, the γ-phosphate of GTP contributes over 250-fold to the stability of the
SRP•SR complex. In these titration experiments, the FRET value at saturating protein
concentrations represent the FRET efficiency of the two probes in their respective complexes:
the GTP-independent complex has a FRET efficiency of 0.62, which is ~ 25% lower than that
of the GTP-dependent complex (0.80). The different FRET values suggest that these two
complexes have different conformations in which the donor and acceptor fluorophores are
positioned or oriented differently. Similar results were observed when another FRET pair was
engineered near the N-domain of each protein (Supplementary Fig. 2).
In addition to equilibrium measurements, we also determined the kinetics for assembly and
disassembly of the GTP-independent complex by following fluorescence emission from the
FRET donor over time. The time course for assembly of the GTP-independent complex fits
well to single exponential kinetics (Fig. 3, blue and data now shown); plots of the observed
rate constant against the concentration of SR gave an association rate constant kon of 5.7 ± 0.5
× 106 M−1s−1 (Fig. 2b). This is over 50 times faster than the association kinetics for formation
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of the GTP-dependent complex previously determined 17. The dissociation rate constant of
the GTP-independent complex is 62 ± 6 s−1 (Fig. 2c), which is 2 × 104-fold faster than that of
the GTP-dependent complex 17. Thus in addition to the lower equilibrium stability, the GTP-
independent complex is also kinetically much less stable than the GTP-dependent complex
previously characterized 17. This explains why this complex was not observed previously
based on gel filtration analyses 16, which can only detect kinetically stable complexes.
The following observations strongly suggest that the GTP-independent complex is not an
artifact introduced by dye labeling: (1) the FRET value is dependent on protein concentration
and is saturable, suggesting that the FRET signal arises from complex formation, rather than
nonspecific interactions between the dyes; (2) FRET from the GTP-independent complex can
be competed away by unlabeled protein (Fig. 2c and data not shown); and (3) SR labeled with
an environmentally sensitive probe (acrylodan) on position 242 also showed a fluorescence
change when the complex was formed in GDP (unpublished results). Thus, FRET provides a
robust and highly sensitive assay that allows us to detect, for the first time, a transient GTP-
independent SRP•SR complex that has a different conformation than that observed previously
for the GTP-dependent complex.
The GTP-independent complex represents a transient intermediate on the pathway for
formation of the GTP-stabilized complex
In this section we provide two lines of evidence that strongly suggest that the GTP-independent
complex is an on-pathway intermediate preceding the formation of the GTP-dependent
complex: (1) an intermediate can be directly detected in the time course for formation of the
GTP-dependent complex, and the kinetics for formation of this intermediate agrees with the
kinetics for assembly of the GTP-independent complex, and (2) stabilization of the GTP-
independent intermediate by the SRP RNA also accelerates the rate for formation of the final,
GTP-dependent complex, consistent with the notion that the GTP-independent complex in an
on-pathway intermediate.
The first piece of evidence was obtained from comparison of the kinetics of complex formation
in the presence or absence of GppNHp. To ensure that low affinity intermediates can
accumulate and be detected, we used a high concentration of SR during complex assembly,
and fluorescence emission from the FRET donor was followed over time. The time course for
complex formation in the presence of GppNHp exhibits biphasic kinetics (Fig. 3a, red),
indicating that there are at least two steps involved in the assembly of the GTP-dependent
complex. The first kinetic phase is dependent on SR concentration (Fig. 3b), and therefore
represents fast, bi-molecular association between SRP and SR to form an intermediate that has
a lower FRET value. The second kinetic phase is concentration independent (Fig. 3c) and thus
represents the unimolecular rearrangement of this intermediate to a complex that has a higher
FRET value. Remarkably, the rate constant of the first kinetic phase coincides very well with
that for formation of the GTP-independent complex (Fig. 3a, blue), with observed rate constants
of 118 and 122 s−1 at 8 µM SR (Fig. 3a). This strongly suggests that the GTP-independent
complex is the intermediate observed in the first kinetic phase during complex assembly in the
presence of GppNHp. In contrast to the bi-phasic kinetic behavior during assembly of the GTP-
dependent complex, formation of the GTP-independent complex does not have a second kinetic
phase (Fig. 3a, blue), suggesting that the rearrangement represented in the second kinetic phase
is strictly GTP-dependent.
A classical criterion for an on-pathway intermediate is that stabilization of the intermediate
accelerates the reaction to form the final product. This criterion was satisfied by the effects of
the 4.5S SRP RNA on the GTP-independent and GTP-dependent complexes. The GTP-
independent complex could not be formed in the absence of the 4.5S RNA (Fig. 4a), even after
long periods of incubation when equilibrium had been reached (Fig. 4b). Thus, the 4.5S RNA
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increases the equilibrium stability of the GTP-independent complex. In contrast, it was shown
that a stable GTP-dependent Ffh•SR complex can be formed with or without the 4.5S RNA,
but the RNA accelerates the association rate of this complex by 200-fold (17 and cf. Figures
4c and 4d). The results presented here and in the next section show that there is a strong
correlation between the ability of the 4.5S RNA to stabilize the GTP-independent complex and
its ability to accelerate formation of the GTP-dependent complex. This provides independent
evidence that the GTP-independent complex is an on-pathway intermediate. If the GTP-
independent complex were off the pathway, then its stabilization by the 4.5S RNA would
compromise formation of the native complex in the presence of GppNHp.
Taken together, these results demonstrate that formation of the GTP-stabilized SRP•SR
complex involves at least two steps (Scheme I): (1) GTP-independent bimolecular association
between the SRP and SR to form a transient intermediate (referred to as the early intermediate);
and (2) GTP-dependent rearrangement of the early intermediate to form the stable complex
previously observed. As demonstrated previously, additional conformational stages are present
even after the stable complex is formed (5 and see Fig. 8 in Discussion). Thus, the interaction
between the SRP and SRP receptor is a dynamic process involving multiple conformational
changes during complex assembly and activation.
Defects of mutant 4.5S RNAs in formation of the early intermediate correlates with defects
in accelerating SRP•SR complex formation
The observation that the 4.5S RNA can stabilize the early intermediate suggests that the RNA
may exert its catalytic effect on SRP•SR complex formation by prolonging the lifetime of the
intermediate, thereby increasing its probability to rearrange to the final stable complex. If this
were true, then mutant RNAs that are defective in accelerating SRP•SR complex formation
would also be predicted to be defective in stabilizing the early intermediate. To test this model,
we re-examined mutations in the universally conserved GGAA tetraloop of SRP RNA (Fig.
5a) that have previously been shown to impair formation of the SRP•SR complex 27,30.
To this end, eight tetraloop mutants were constructed with various base substitutions: GNRA-
type, UNCG-type and mutations that do not form a tetraloop (Fig. 5a). Mutant RNAs were
assembled into SRPs with Ffh under the same conditions as wild-type 4.5S RNA, as previous
results have shown that mutations in the RNA tetraloop does not affect its ability to bind Ffh
27,30. Although the effects of these mutations on SRP•SR complex have been characterized
before, the earlier study described these effects as a deficiency in forming a stable SRP•SR
complex 30. However, kinetic analyses subsequently showed that a stable Ffh•SR complex
can be formed without the SRP RNA; the role of RNA is to accelerate the kinetics of complex
formation 17. Therefore, we re-characterized these RNA tetraloop mutants to test whether the
defects arise from altered kinetics or stability of complex formation.
We first analyzed SRP•SR complex formation using the well-characterized GTPase assay;
stimulation of the GTPase activity in the SRP•SR complex provides a convenient assay for
protein-protein interactions. In this assay, the rate constants of two molecular events can be
measured. First, at low concentrations of SR, the reaction is rate-limited by SRP-SR association
to form an activated SRP•SR complex. Therefore the slope of the initial linear portion of the
concentration dependence, which represents the reaction: SRP + SR → products (kcat/KM), is
equal to the rate constant for formation of a stable, active complex. Secondly, at saturating
protein concentrations, the reaction is rate-limited by a different step, the activated GTP
hydrolysis after a stable SRP•SR is formed. Therefore, the rate constant at saturating FtsY
concentrations, kcat, represents the rate constant of GTP hydrolysis from the activated SRP•SR
complex. Most of the tetraloop mutants show defects in the rate of complex formation (kcat/
KM, Fig. 5b–d and Table 1). Moderate mutants GAAA, UGAA, and GUAA exhibit 8 – 15-
fold defects (blue) and severe mutants CUUC, GUCG, GAAU, and UUCG exhibit 45 – 224-
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fold defects (red). GUUG is the only neutral mutant that exhibits no functional defect in this
assay (green). In contrast, most of the mutant RNAs do not significantly impair the activated
GTPase reaction in the SRP•SR complex (kcat, Fig. 5b and Table 1), with some mutants
exhibiting even higher GTPase activity than wild-type SRP. Only the most severe mutants
GAAU and UUCG showed a modest reduction (1.8- and 1.2-fold, respectively) in the
stimulated GTPase activity. These data showed that the primary defect of the RNA tetraloop
mutants is the slower kinetics to form the SRP•FtsY complex.
We also used the FRET assay to independently determine the effect of mutant RNAs on
formation of the GTP-dependent SRP•SR complex. Consistent with the results from the
GTPase assay, mutant SRPs form GTP-dependent complexes with SR much more slowly than
wild-type SRP (Fig. 6a). In addition, the FRET assay directly demonstrates that SRP•SR
complexes can be formed with the mutant RNAs, given that sufficient time is provided to allow
complex formation.
We then tested whether the mutant RNAs can allow formation of the GTP-independent early
intermediate using the FRET assay (Fig. 6b). The severe mutants GAAU, CUUC, GUCG and
UUCG, which cause the most deleterious defect on the assembly rate of the GTP-dependent
SRP•SR complex, also severely block the formation of the GTP-independent early
intermediate, with the observed FRET efficiency similar to that in the absence of 4.5S RNA
(Fig. 6b, red). Slightly higher FRET efficiencies are observed with moderate mutants UGAA,
GUAA, and GAAA (blue), indicating partial formation of the GTP-independent early
intermediate at the concentration used in this experiment. In contrast, the neutral mutant GUUG
(green) formed the GTP-independent complex as efficiently as the wild type SRP. Due to the
very weak affinity of the GTP-independent complex formed by the mutant RNAs (>50 µM),
saturation could not be reached in equilibrium titration experiments to measure the stabilities
of these complexes (not shown). Nevertheless, the results in Figure 6b show that the GTP-
independent complex is substantially destabilized by mutations in the tetraloop of the 4.5S
RNA. Further, there is a strong correlation between the defects of RNA mutants in stabilizing
the GTP-independent early intermediate and their defects in accelerating the assembly rate of
the GTP-stabilized, final SRP•SR complex (cf Fig. 6b vs Fig. 5d).
If stabilization of the early intermediate and efficient SRP•SR complex formation are essential
for protein targeting, then the mutant RNAs would be predicted to also impair the protein
targeting reaction. To test this notion, we measured the efficiency of protein targeting mediated
by the mutant RNAs using a heterologous, co-translational protein targeting assay based on
the model SRP substrate preprolactin (pPL) 6,40. As shown in Figure 7, most of the mutant
RNAs also exhibit translocation defects. The severe mutants (red), which impair complex
formation by over 50-fold, completely block pPL translocation. The moderate mutants (blue),
which reduce the SRP-SR interaction kinetics by about 15-fold, caused a more modest (~20%)
reduction in translocation efficiency. The small translocation defect caused by the moderate
mutants is presumably due to the limited sensitivity of this targeting assay, as it can detect
translocation defect only when the SRP-SR interaction is reduced by more than 20-fold 6. In
contrast, the neutral mutant GUUG does not significantly affect protein translocation. Thus
there is also a good correlation between the translocation defect and the degree to which
complex formation is blocked by each mutant RNA (cf. Fig 5d, Fig. 6b, and Fig. 7; see also
Table 1).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a highly sensitive, real time FRET assay that allows us to detect a
transient, GTP-independent early intermediate during assembly of a stable SRP•SR complex.
This demonstrates that SRP•SR complex assembly is a complex multi-step process.
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Intriguingly, this early intermediate is substantially stabilized by the 4.5S SRP RNA, and there
is a strong correlation between the abilities of mutant RNAs to stabilize this early intermediate
and their abilities to accelerate the assembly of the stable SRP•SR complex. This led us to
propose a new model in which the SRP RNA exerts its catalytic effect on SRP•SR complex
assembly through stabilizing a transient intermediate, thereby allowing it more dwell time to
rearrange into the GTP-stabilized final complex. The presence of this additional
conformational step provides another potential point for regulation in the protein targeting
reaction.
Previous studies have established that GTP or non-hydrolyzable GTP analogues are required
for formation of a stable SRP•SR complex, but no complexes have been observed in the absence
of GTP 17,25,41–43. In this study, FRET provides a highly sensitive assay that allows us to
observe an unstable SRP•SR complex in solution that can be formed independently of GTP.
Only Mandon et al. have reported a mammalian SRP•SR complex formed in GDP in surface-
resonance measurements 38. This complex was not observed in solution previously,
presumably because previous studies have relied on gel filtration analysis 16 or the use of
tryptophan fluorescence 17,25,44. Gel filtration chromatography can only observe kinetically
stable complexes but will not be able to detect a more transient complex. Tryptophan
fluorescence relies on a late conformational change in FtsY that accompanies complex
formation 17, but could miss earlier steps. In contrast, the FRET assay is able to detect transient
complexes, because FRET signal relies only on the distance approximation and relative
orientation of the donor and acceptor fluorophores on the two proteins. We also showed that
the FRET value is different for the GTP-independent complex from the stable, GTP-dependent
complex; thus these two complexes have different conformations. Finally, this assay allows
us, for the first time, to quantitatively evaluate the contribution of the γ-phosphate group to
complex stability. The presence of the γ-phosphate of GTP stabilizes the SRP•SR complex
over 250-fold; the actual interaction energy of the proteins with the γ-phosphate group is
presumably larger, as a significant amount of the interaction energy has to be used to induce
conformational changes in the complex5,16.
For the SRP-subfamily of GTPases, the structural difference between the GppNHp-, GDP- and
apo-proteins is rather minimal 21,23,45–47. It is therefore reasonable to suspect that the
conformation of the GTP-independent complex can also be adopted by GTP-bound SRP and
SR. Here we provide several lines of evidence that strongly suggest that the GTP-independent
complex represents an intermediate on the pathway to formation of the final, stable complex
by GTP-bound SRP and SR. First, the time course for complex formation in the presence of
GppNHp exhibits bi-phasic kinetics indicative of a two-step process, and the first kinetic phase
agrees well with the kinetics for formation of GTP-independent complex. Second, the 4.5S
RNA is shown to thermodynamically stabilize the GTP-independent complex and also
accelerate formation of a GTP-stabilized complex. This observation is consistent with the
classical criterion for an on-pathway intermediate: stabilization of an on-pathway intermediate
should accelerate the reaction to form the final product. In contrast, if the GTP-independent
complex were off-pathway, then stabilizing this complex would be expected to inhibit
formation of the GTP-dependent complex. Together, these observations provide strong
evidence that the GTP-independent complex is an early intermediate that precedes a GTP-
dependent rearrangement to form the final, GTP-dependent complex. The omission of GTP
provides a convenient means to isolate this intermediate by preventing the subsequent
conformational rearrangements, thereby characterizing its kinetic, thermodynamic, and
structural properties and its roles in the protein targeting reaction.
Previously, mutational analysis of the SRP•SR complex have isolated multiple classes of
mutant GTPases that each blocks a different stage during the SRP-SR interaction: class I
mutants are defective in complex formation; class II mutants primarily block reciprocal GTPase
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activation; class III mutants impair both steps; and class IV mutants specifically affect
activation of one GTPase in the complex 5. The results with these mutants suggest that during
the SRP-SR interaction, complex formation and activation of GTP hydrolysis in the individual
GTPases are discrete and separable steps. Our results here further showed that assembly of a
stable complex is also a multi-step process that involves an additional GTP-independent early
intermediate. Together, these results demonstrate the dynamic nature of the SRP-SR
interaction. The fact that this early intermediate is much less stable than the previously
characterized complexes, and that the class I mutant SR (G455W), which blocks formation of
a stable complex, does not affect the formation of the early intermediate (Supplemental Fig.
3), indicates that the early intermediate precedes formation of the closed complex.
The model in Figure 8a describes the multiple steps during the SRP-SR binding and activation
cycle. The free SRP and SR, predominantly in an inactive, open conformation, quickly
associate with one another to form a transient, GTP-independent early intermediate (Fig. 8a,
step 1). Interactions of both proteins with the GTP γ-phosphate allow this complex to rearrange
into a stable closed complex (step 2). Activation of GTP hydrolysis in the complex requires
an additional local rearrangement of the conserved insertion box domain (IBD) loops from
both SRP and SR that precisely aligns the catalytic residues in the loop with respect to both
GTP molecules (step 3). GTP hydrolysis then generates a GDP-complex (step 4), which quickly
disassembles due to its low kinetic stability (step 5).
Notably, the early intermediate formed in the first step is significantly stabilized by the 4.5S
SRP RNA. Unlike the purely kinetic effect of this RNA on formation of the stable SRP•SR
complex (i.e., both complex formation and disassembly is accelerated by the same 200 – 400-
fold without affecting the equilibrium stability of the complex)17,25, the RNA
thermodynamically stabilizes the early intermediate. Further, mutations in the conserved
tetraloop of the 4.5S RNA are defective in stabilizing the early intermediate, and this defect
strongly correlates with the defect of these RNA mutants in accelerating formation of the final,
stable SRP•SR complex. Judging from the FRET efficiency of the GTP-independent
intermediate in the absence of the RNA, we estimate that the RNA exerts a >60-fold stabilizing
effect on this intermediate; this effect accounts for a large part of the ~200-fold acceleration
of SRP-SR complex assembly by the RNA.
These data allow us to propose a new model for how the 4.5S RNA catalyzes both the
association and dissociation between SRP and SR (Fig. 8b). We propose that the early
intermediate, although forms quickly, does not have sufficient contacts between the two
proteins and thus disassembles just as quickly. The 4.5S SRP RNA, by stabilizing the early
intermediate, could provide this intermediate a longer lifetime during which each protein
searches the conformational space and attempts to rearrange to the correct conformation for
interacting with each other (Fig. 8b lower panel). The subsequent rearrangement of the early
intermediate to the closed complex is the rate-limiting step for formation of a stable SRP•SR
complex (Fig. 8b, ΔG‡ and ΔG‡′ represents the free energy barrier for formation of the final
complex with and without the RNA, respectively). Even if the RNA do not provide additional
transition state stabilization for the early → closed rearrangement and the same barrier remains
for this rearrangement with or without the RNA, the overall energy barrier for formation of the
stable complex is reduced, thus leading to an accelerated assembly rate (Fig. 8b). This model
explains how the SRP RNA accelerates assembly of the Ffh•SR complex without affecting its
equilibrium stability 17. Several previous models have been proposed to account for the
catalytic effect of the RNA by suggesting that the RNA pre-organizes the conformation of Ffh
to allow a better interaction with SR; however, such models predict that the stability of the
Ffh•SR complex would also be increased by the SRP RNA and are not consistent with
experimental data.
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Although we provide here an energetic model to explain the catalytic role of the 4.5S RNA,
the structural origin of this effect remains to be determined. Most likely, the SRP RNA provides
a transient tether that holds the two GTPases together upon their initial encounter (Fig. 8B).
This tether is broken after rearrangement to the final stable SRP•SR complex since the RNA
does not stabilize this stable complex 17, and as such, it has been difficult to identify these
transient interactions that the RNA makes with the GTPase domains. Since the thermodynamic
stability of the early intermediate directly affects the overall energy barrier of the assembly
reaction, instead of characterizing the transition state, we can conveniently characterize the
structural and energetic properties of the early intermediate to identify molecular interactions
made by the 4.5S RNA to exert its catalytic role.
The presence of the early intermediate and an additional conformational rearrangement
required to form the closed complex provides an additional potential point for regulation in the
protein targeting reaction. In solution, the initial collisional encounter of the SRP and SR leads
to a transient and unstable early intermediate that would not accumulate under cellular
conditions. In the presence of spatial and temporal cues such as cargo binding and membrane
localization, it is possible that the kinetic and thermodynamic stability of this early intermediate
and its subsequent rearrangement can be modulated to coordinate the proper delivery of cargo
during the protein targeting reaction (X.Z. et al., manuscript in preparation).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material
Eschericia coli Ffh, FtsY and 4.5S RNA were expressed and purified using established
procedures 25. Mutant proteins and RNAs were constructed using QuickChange procedure
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA), and were expressed and purified by the same procedure as that for
wild-type proteins and RNAs. Fluorescent dyes DACM and BODIPY-FL were purchased from
Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).
Fluorescence labeling
Single-cysteine mutants of Ffh and FtsY were labeled with maleimide derivatives of coumarin
and BODIPY-FL, respectively. Protein was dialyzed in labeling buffer [50 mM KHEPES (7.0),
300 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA)] and treated with 2 mM TCEP to reduce the disulfide bonds.
The labeling reaction was carried out using a five-fold excess of dye over protein for over 2
hours at 4 °C, and stopped by adding 2 mM DTT. Excess dye was removed by gel filtration
using Sephadex G-25 (Sigma). Absorbance of DACM (ε363 = 27,000 M−1 cm−1) and BODIPY-
FL (ε504 = 79,000 M−1 cm−1) was used to determine the concentration of labeled protein. The
efficiency of labeling reaction was evaluated using:
(1)
The efficiency of labeling reaction was typically ≥95% for both probes. The background,
estimated from the labeling of cysteinless Ffh and FtsY using the same procedure, are less than
3%.
Fluorescence measurement
FRET was determined by steady-state fluorescence measurement on a Fluorolog-3
spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ). All measurements were carried out at 25 °C in
assay buffer [50 mM KHEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM KOAC, 2 mM Mg(OAc)2, 2 mM DTT, 0.01%
Nikkol] using an excitation wavelength of 380 nm. Fluorescence emission spectra were
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acquired from 420 to 600 nm. Equilibrium titration or kinetic measurements using FRET were
determined by monitoring the fluorescence emission at 470 nm. FRET efficiency (E) is
calculated by the relative fluorescence intensities of the donor in the presence and absence of
acceptor (equation 2),
(2)
where FDA and FD are the fluorescence intensities of the donor measured in the presence and
in the absence of acceptor, respectively. FD was measured using donor-labeled Ffh and
unlabeled FtsY. The Förster distance for the donor-acceptor pair coupled to the different
positions was experimentally determined to be R0 ~ 47 Å 48. Fast reactions were measured on
a Kintek stop-flow apparatus at 25 °C. The association rate constant for the SRP•SR complex
was measured by mixing 2 µM SRP with 4, 8, 15, 25 µM SR in the presence or absence of
GppNHp. The observed rate constant (kobsd) is linearly dependent on SR concentration (eq 3)
and the slope of the concentration dependence gives the association rate constant, kon 17 .
(3)
The dissociation rate constant for the GTP-independent complex (koff) was determined by a
pulse-chase experiment 25. 2 µM SRP and 8 µM SR were incubated in the absence of GppNHP
for 5 minutes to form the SRP•SR complex, then the solution was mixed with equal volume
of 400 µM unlabeled SR to drive irreversible dissociation of the complex. The time course of
change in donor fluorescence was fit to exponential function (eq 4), where Fobsd is the observed
fluorescence, Ft→∞ is the fluorescence when reaction reaches equilibrium, and ΔF is the amount
of fluorescence change during the experiment.
(4)
Translocation assay
Mutant 4.5S RNAs were used to reconstitute SRP with Ffh, and protein targeting efficiency
of the mutant SRPs were measured using a heterologous co-translational translocation assay
as described6,40.
GTPase assay
The GTPase assay to measure the stimulated GTP hydrolysis reaction between SRP and FtsY
were carried out and analyzed as described 25.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. SRP and SR can form a complex independently of GTP
(a) Position of FRET donor (●) and acceptor (●) probes on the SRP (Ffh) and SR (FtsY) on a
co-crystal structure of the Ffh•FtsY complex 16. (b) Fluorescence emission spectrum of
SRP•SR complex in the presence of 100 µM GppNHp. 0.5 µM SRP and 2 µM SR were
incubated for 10 minutes at 25 °C to form the SRP•SR complex (red). SRP- and SR-only spectra
(green and blue, respectively) were obtained by incubating fluorescently labeled SRP (or SR)
with unlabeled SR (or SRP). (c) Fluorescence emission spectrum of SRP•SR complex in the
absence of GppNHp. 5 µM SRP and 15 µM SR were incubated at 25 °C for 10 minutes. SRP
or SR-only spectra were obtained as in part (b).
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Figure 2. Stability and kinetics for formation of the GTP-independent complex
(a) Equilibrium titration of SRP•SR complex with GppNHp (●), GDP (■), and without
nucleotide (▲). The data were fit to a single binding equation and gave dissociation constants
of 16 nM (GppNHp), 4 µM (GDP) and 4.2 µM (no nucleotide). (b) Association kinetics of
GTP-independent complex was measured as described in Methods. Values of observed rate
constants were plotted against SR concentration and a linear fit of the data gave an association
rate constant of 5.6 × 106 M−1 s−1. (c) Dissociation kinetics was determined in a pulse-chase
experiment described in Methods. The data were fit to a single exponential equation and gave
a dissociation rate constant of 60 s−1.
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Figure 3. Formation of an SRP•SR complex in the presence of GppNHp involves two discrete steps
(a) Comparison of the time courses for complex formation in the absence (blue) and presence
of 100 µM GppNHp (red). Data were obtained with 4 µM SRP and 8 µM SR. (b) The observed
rate constants of the first kinetic phase during SRP-SR association in the presence of GppNHp
were plotted against SR concentration. A linear fit of the data gave an association rate constant
of 5.8 × 106 M−1 s−1 (k1 in Scheme I). (c) The observed rate constants of the second kinetic
phase during SRP•SR association in the presence of GppNHp are independent of SR
concentration. The average of these rate constants is 1.03 s−1 (k2 in Scheme I).
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Figure 4. The GTP-independent complex is stabilized by the 4.5S RNA
(a) Spectrum of the GTP-independent complex in the absence of 4.5S RNA. The experiment
setup is the same as in Fig. 1c except that the 4.5S RNA was not included. (b) Formation of
the GTP-independent complex was monitored in the presence (●) and absence (■) of the 4.5S
RNA. (c and d) The time course for formation of the GTP-dependent complex was monitored
in the presence (c) and absence (d) of 4.5S RNA. In (c), 0.5 µM SRP and 2 µM SR were used.
In (d), 2 µM Ffh and 10 µM SR were used to obtain a faster reaction rate. Note the difference
in time scales in (c) and (d).
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Figure 5. Tetraloop mutants in 4.5S RNA slows down the assembly rate of an active SRP•SR
complex
(a) List of tetraloop mutants studied in this work. GAAA and GUAA form GNRA type
tetraloops (shown as bold); UUCG forms a UNRG type tetraloop (shown as italics); GUUG,
GAAU, UCGA, CUUC and UGAA do not form a tetraloop (shown as normal). (b and c)
Tetraloop mutants in the 4.5S RNA were classified into three classes based on the severity of
defects in SRP-SR association (refer to the classification and color-coding in table 1). The
GTPase reaction rate constants were measured and analyzed as described in Methods using
100 nM SRP and 100 µM GTP (wild-type (●), GUUG (■), UGAA (▲), GAAA (◆), GUCG
(◆), UUCG (■), and no RNA (▲)). The initial linear portion of (b) are expanded in (c) to
show the difference in kcat/KM of the various RNA mutants. The values of kcat/KM and kcat for
each RNA are listed in Table 1. (d) Comparison of kcat/KM values for the various RNA mutants.
Data were from Fig. 5c.
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Figure 6. FRET measurement shows the deficiency in SRP-SR complex formation caused by 4.5S
RNA tetraloop mutants
(a) Time course for formation of the GTP-dependent complex in the presence of different RNA
mutants. The inset shows the data over a longer time course with the UUCG mutant (time scale
in minutes). 0.5 µM SRP (2 µM SRP for UUCG mutant) and 2 µM SR (10 µM SR for UUCG)
were used in the experiment in the presence of 100 µM GppNHp. (b) FRET measurement of
the extent of formation of the GTP-independent complex with various 4.5S RNA mutants. 4
µM SRP and 16 µM SR were incubated without GppNHp.
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Figure 7. Tetraloop mutants impair the co-translational translocation of pre-prolactin
The translocation efficiencies were determined and analyzed as described in Methods. Top
panel shows the SDS-PAGE analysis of the translocation of 35S-labeled prolactin. pPL and PL
indicate the precursor and mature form of prolactin.
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Figure 8. Multiple conformational changes during SRP-SR complex formation and activation
(a) SRP and SR GTPases form an early GTP-independent intermediate that exhibits a low
FRET (step 1). In the presence of GTP, early rearranges to a more stable, closed complex that
exhibits a high FRET (step 2). Additional rearrangements in the catalytic loops activate GTP
hydrolysis (step 3). GTP hydrolysis drives the dissociation of the SRP•SR complex (steps 4
and 5). Each step can be blocked using specific mutants or nucleotides. 4.5S RNA tetraloop
mutants block formation of the early intermediate. Class I mutants of SR 5 or GDP blocks
formation of a closed complex. Class II mutants on SRP or SR 5, 6 block the rearrangement
that activates GTP hydrolysis. GppNHp blocks the chemical step. (b) top panel: free energy
profile for the SRP-SR interaction in the absence (black) and presence (red) of the 4.5S RNA
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for a standard state of 200 nM that mimics the in vivo protein concentrations in bacteria.
Activation energies were calculated from the observed association and dissociation rate
constants using ΔG = −RT ln(kh/kBT), where R = 1.987 cal K−1 mol−1, h = 1.58 × 10−37 kcal
s−1, kB = 3.3 × 10−27 kcal K−1, and T = 298K. The relative energies of the different complexes
were calculated from the observed equilibrium stabilities using ΔG = − RT lnK. The 4.5S RNA
stabilizes the early intermediate (in bracket) by > 2.5 kcal mol−1, and the overall activation
energy is subsequently lowered by ~3 kcal mol−1. ΔG≠ and ΔG≠′ defines the overall activation
energy for forming the GTP-stabilized complex with and without RNA, respectively. The
bottom panel depicts a physical picture of how the 4.5S RNA exerts its effect on the SRP-SR
interaction as described in the text.
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Scheme 1.
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Table 1
Summary of mutational effects of tetraloop mutants in the 4.5S RNA. Three classes of mutants are classified based on
the severity of the defect as defined in the text.
Tetraloop Mutant kcat/KM, rel
a Translocation Efficiency kcat (min
−1) FRETb
Wild Type 439 55% 40.9 0.40
GUUG 439 46% 38.7 0.34
GAAA 29.2 37% 76.4 0.12
UGAA 54.9 38% 81.9 0.15
GUAA 29.2 38% 80.6 0.11
CUUC 5.8 12% 35.8 0.06
GUCG 9.8 14% 44.3 0.07
GAAU 2.9 11% 23.0 0.08
UUCG 1.9 8% 33.8 0.05
No RNA 1 8% 3.8 0.05
a
Relative value of kcat/KM compared to that of the no RNA reaction.
b
FRET values were determined in the presence of 10 µM SR.
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